
Tork Elevation – The new dispenser line

Lift your washroom to a new level
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Tork® is proud to introduce a new line of dispensers. We have listened to your ideas 
and used all of our experience to develop innovations and improved functionality that 
simplify daily use. All while saving both time and money. Available in black and white, 
our broad selection of dispensers offer a wide range of features that ensure the perfect 
solution for your washroom needs. That's what we call functional design. 

Lift your washroom with 
Tork Elevation

The Tork dispenser for hand towel rolls (H1 system) 
has a high capacity that is ideal for busy washrooms 
found in places such as schools and airports. 

The Tork dispensers for centerfeed rolls (M1 and 
M2 systems) enable an easy, one-handed operation 
while allowing a user to take as much paper as needed. 
They are the ideal systems for areas where hand and 
light surface wiping are combined – such as in food 
preparation and laboratory use.

The Tork dispensers for zigzag fold hand towels (H3 system) are 
the traditional hand towel system for public environments. 

The Tork dispensers for interfold hand towels (H2 system) 
are suitable for environments that demand both comfort and 
hygiene – such as restaurants, offices and healthcare facilities.
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The Tork dispenser for folded toilet  
paper (T3 system) has a low to medium 
capacity that reduces consumption 
in environments such as hotel rooms, 
restaurants and small offices.

The Tork dispensers for jumbo and mini jumbo toilet paper rolls 
(T1 and T2 systems) have a stub roll feature that provides 
extra high capacity. They are best suited for places with a large
number of visitors such as schools and other public environments. 

The Tork airfreshener (A1 system) 
has a variety of scent refills to lift 
the atmosphere of any washroom. 

The Tork dispenser for conventional 
toilet paper rolls (T4 system) is for 
washrooms that require low to medium 
capacity solutions. 

The Tork waste bin (B1 system) can 
stand freely or be wall mounted, and 
has an optional lid.

The Tork dispensers for liquid soap (S1 and S2 systems) 
are suitable for all kinds of washrooms, even in tough 
and demanding environments. The larger, one litre 
dispenser is available with an armlever for use in areas 
where extra hygiene is of critical importance.

This stylish, black finish provides a dramatic, 
opulent look in any washroom.

A white finish that is hygienic, crisp, clean and 
the perfect complement for any décor.

* Only available in white

Functional design in black and white.

*

*
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A clean and well-managed washroom shows your concern for 
your guests and employees. The right combination of dispensers 
and refills saves maintenance time, reduces waste and ensures 
long lasting performance.

Lift your washroom  
with the right selection 

Low capacity
A solution that suits smaller  
washrooms with fewer visitors 
and regular cleaning.

Medium capacity
A solution that fits large wash-
rooms with many visitors and 
longer maintenance cycles.

High capacity
A solution that is the best choice 
for busy, larger washrooms with 
a high volume of visitors.

Assessing your washroom
Choosing the right hygiene system for your washroom needs is 
easy. It is important to specify these needs from the  
very beginning. When assessing your washroom, the following 
four factors are important to consider:

1. Size of washroom
Is your washroom smaller and located in an office, or is it a larger 
washroom located in an airport? A washroom’s size affects  
which dispensers are most suitable, and this in turn affects the 
capacity level. 

2. Visitors
How often is your facility used and by how many people? Will 
your washroom be in continual use by a steady number of regular 
visitors, or will it be extremely busy at certain peak times? The 
number of visitors is important when choosing the proper size and 
capacity of a hygiene system.

3. Cleaning
How often will your facility be cleaned and how often will dispensers 
need to be refilled? A hygiene system’s capacity should at least 
match the number of visitors expected between each round of 
cleaning.

4. Paper quality
Your choice of paper quality is very important for hygiene, comfort 
and consumption control. The level of quality can also reflect upon 
your desired company image. Tork has three quality levels:  
– Tork Premium - when only the best will do. 
– Tork Advanced - gives you good performance.
– Tork Universal - meets your basic needs.

Tork capacity symbols
After having assessed your washroom, you will have a good idea 
of what kind of capacity level and paper quality you require. Tork 
is now introducing three symbols to help you to choose the right 
capacity level and hygiene system.
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For more inspiration in your selection process, we have created five typical  
hygiene solutions that represent different needs and capacity levels.

Lift your washroom  
with five examples

University – High Capacity 
School and university washrooms are 
visited by hundreds of students every 
day. Durable and lockable dispensers 
that hold large supplies of hand towels, 
toilet paper and soap are a must – as 
is the need for a low cost in-use solution.

Recommended 
Tork dispenser systems:

•	Toilet Paper Jumbo Roll T1 System
•	Hand Towel Roll H1 System 
•	Liquid Soap S1 System 
•	Bin 50 Litre B1 System 
•	Airfreshener A1 System
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Office – Low Capacity 
A small office washroom usually has 
a limited number of visitors spread 
evenly over the day. The daily cleaning 
of a washroom signals that you care 
about, and pay attention to details. 
It also shows a concern for your 
employees, visitors and your 
business’ image.

Recommended 
Tork dispenser systems: 

•	Toilet Paper Folded T3 System
•	Hand Towel Interfold Mini  
 H2 System 
•	Liquid Soap Mini S2 System 
•	Bin 50 Litre B1 System 
•	Airfreshener A1 System

Cafeteria – Medium Capacity 
Cleanliness, hygiene and functionality 
in food preparation areas are 
extremely important. A neat and 
clean kitchen sets the standard for an 
establishment’s image, as well as its 
perceived food quality. Tork dispensers 
support HACCP* assessments. 

Recommended 
Tork dispenser systems: 

•	Wiper Centerfeed Roll M2 System 
•	Liquid Soap S1 System 
•	Bin 50 Litre B1 System

* Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points is  
a prevention based food safety system 
that defines actions necessary to control 
identified risks.
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Industry – Medium Capacity 
Demanding environments require 
reliable hygiene systems that help 
workers maintain a high level of 
hygiene, whether they are working 
in a laboratory or heavy 
industrial environment.

Recommended 
Tork dispenser systems: 

•	Toilet Paper Mini Jumbo roll  
 T2 System
•	Hand Towel Roll H1 System
•	Liquid Soap S1 System
•	Bin 50 Litre B1 System 
•	Airfreshener A1 System

Healthcare – Medium Capacity 
Within the healthcare sector, hygienic 
solutions have to deliver on rigorous 
preventive standards. With a steady 
number of users during the day, 
dispensers have to be easy to use and 
easy to fill. Ideally paper products 
should be absorbent and gentle – for 
both healthcare staff and patients 
because of their regular use.

Recommended Tork 
dispenser systems: 
•	Hand Towel Interfold H2 System 
•	Liquid Soap Armlever S1 System
•	Liquid Soap Mini S2 System  
•	Bin 50 Litre B1 System
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Lift your washroom 
with innovations

In Tork dispensers, design and functionality go hand in hand. This unique combination 
ensures that our dispensers are easy to use for both washroom visitors and maintenance 
staff. Simply put, a great deal of thought has gone into every detail. The following are 
some examples of our technical highlights.

Easy to mount 
The largest dispensers contain a small 
levelling device that help with correct installation. 

Hand towel roll dispenser H1 system

Rapid refi lling
For easy refi lling and less maintenance time:
1. Click in the hand towel roll 
2. Pull the end of the paper down to the arrows 
3. Push the paper lever a few times
4. Close the hood 
The dispenser is now ready for use.

Stay in touch
For better customer service, most dispensers 
have a business card holder for displaying 
relevant contact information.

Cutting consumption
An effi cient cutting mechanism provides 
smooth, one by one dispensing that ensures 
consumption control.

Push for paper
The hygienic push lever is only visible when 
refi lling, or when no paper is in reach. In that case, 
a simple push on the lever dispenses paper. 
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Two ways to open
The versatile locking mechanism found on all Tork Elevation 
dispensers works with or without a key. In the locked mode, 
the dispenser can only be opened with a key and is suitable 
for public environments. In the unlocked mode, without the 
need of a key the dispenser can be opened with a simple 
push on the lock and is ideal for areas where secure locking 
is unnecessary.

Extra hygienic
The liquid soap dispenser is available with an armlever 
for use in areas where hygiene is of critical importance.

Cleanliness at a touch
A robust, economic and hygienic liquid soap 
dispenser with an ergonomically designed push button. 

Liquid soap dispensers S1 system

Lift your washroom
with black

Teamed with the right décor, black can lift 
the atmosphere of a washroom from simple 
to simply amazing.

Stylish and sophisticated, the 
co-ordinated range of black Tork 
dispensers stand out from the crowd.

Combining both function and design 
excellence, the range of black Tork 
dispensers offer the perfect complement 
to contemporary interiors.
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Lift your washroom 
with functional design

All of the Tork Elevation dispensers are especially designed for a wide variety of public 
washroom environments. We accomplished this with design elements that are simple and 
organic, soft and neutral. Together, they create smooth and seamless dispensers that 
reflect a clean and hygienic feeling. 

Functional design 
Although the exterior design plays an important role in public washrooms, the new design 
is also very much focused on functionality. The dispensers must simply work – and they 
must work simply. In all environments, for both a large and small number of users. The 
design ensures an easy and intuitive maintenance, refilling and use. The dispensers are a 
unique combination of design and functionality that lift washrooms to a higher level.

Neutral, minimalist shape
A seamless capsule that fits in any environment

Winner iF product design award
The Tork Elevation washroom dispenser range has won a prestigious iF product 
design award. Designs are assessed on various criteria including functionality, 
design quality, degree of innovation and environmental friendliness.

The Tork Elevation range was created by international designer Thomas 
Meyerhoffer whose brief was to use functional design to make the dispensers 
both user-friendly and visually pleasing.
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Semi-transparent window
Easy to see when refilling is required

Soft, organic form
Creates a natural, clean and hygienic feeling
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Lift your world with Tork

Tork is a global SCA brand and we deliver millions of hygiene systems 
every year, all around the world. Somewhere, someone is using one 
of our products every minute of every day.

Tork at your service
We take great pride in working closely 
with our customers and solving the 
hygiene demands they are faced with. 
Our entire worldwide organisation is 
well-known for its professional sales 
and customer services. At Tork, we are 
here to help you.

* EIRIS – Ethical Investment Research Services is a non-
profit organisation specialised in research in companies’ 
environmental, social and ethic practices and policies. 

** WWF – World Wide Fund For Nature is an independent 
conservation organisation with the well known Panda logo.

The world’s greenest paper company
Tork follows a strict sustainability policy. This  
means that all of our products are designed to 
minimise their impact on the environment.  
According to an EIRIS* report published by the 
British newspaper “The Independent” in June of  
2007, SCA is the greenest paper company in the world. 

In addition, a WWF** report from 2006 states that SCA 
is the most environmentally conscious European paper 
supplier. When it comes to concern for our environment, 
you can rest assured with Tork.
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Quality in every detail 
At SCA, we have worked hard to earn the trust of people 
all over the world. To retain that trust, and ensure the 
durability and reliability of our Tork products, we conduct 
extensive quality assurance tests on everything we put 
our name on. For instance, the hinges and locks on our 
dispensers are tested to withstand more than 10,000 
openings and closings. 

Meet the rest of the family
SCA tissues, nappies, feminine hygiene products, 
packaging solutions, printing paper and solid-wood 
products are marketed in more than 90 countries. 
Among our most prominent brands are Tork, Tena, 
Libra, Purex and Sorbent. No matter what your 
needs, there is always a SCA product to improve 
your quality of life.
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Lift your washroom with Tork Elevation

Tork jumbo roll toilet paper dispenser – T1 System

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Jumbo Roll  White   Plastic   360mm 437mm 133mm 1

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Jumbo Roll  Black   Plastic   360mm 437mm 133mm 1

Article
Number

554030

554038

Tork mini jumbo roll toilet paper dispenser – T2 System

Tork folded toilet paper dispenser – T3 System

Tork conventional toilet paper roll dispenser – T4 System

Tork hand towel roll dispenser – H1 System

Tork interfold hand towel dispenser – H2 System

Tork zigzag hand towel dispenser – H3 System

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Mini Jumbo Roll  White Plastic 275mm 345mm 132mm 1

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Mini Jumbo Roll  Black Plastic 275mm 345mm 132mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
        per case

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Roll  White Plastic 372mm 337mm 203mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Roll  Black Plastic 372mm 337mm 203mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Interfold  White Plastic 444mm 302mm 102mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Interfold  Black Plastic 444mm 302mm 102mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Interfold Mini  White Plastic 295mm 302mm 101mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Interfold Mini  Black Plastic 295mm 302mm 101mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
        per case

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Fold  White Plastic 439mm 333mm 136mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Fold  Black Plastic 439mm 333mm 136mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Fold Mini  White Plastic 291mm 332mm 135mm 1

Tork Dispenser Hand Towel Fold Mini  Black Plastic 291mm 332mm 135mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
        per case

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Folded  White Plastic 271mm 159mm 128mm 1

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Folded  Black Plastic 271mm 159mm 128mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
        per case

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Roll Twin  White Plastic 158mm 286mm 153mm 1

Tork Dispenser Toilet Paper Roll Twin  Black Plastic 158mm 286mm 153mm 1

Article
Number

555000

555008

Article
Number

556000

556008

Article
Number

557000

557008

Article
Number

551000

551008

Article
Number

552030

552038

552130

552138

Article
Number

553000

553008

553100

553108
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Tork centerfeed mini roll dispenser – M1 System

Tork centerfeed roll dispenser – M2 System

Article
Number

558030

558038

Article
Number

559030

559038

Tork soap liquid dispenser – S1 System

Tork soap liquid dispenser – S2 System

Tork bin – B1 System

Tork accessory

Tork airfreshener dispenser – A1 System

Article
Number

560000

560008

560100

Article
Number

561000

561008

Article
Number

563000

563008

Article
Number

205630

205638

Article
Number

562000

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth  Dispensers
        per case

Tork Dispenser Wiper Mini Centerfeed Roll  White   Plastic   321mm 174mm 165mm 1

Tork Dispenser Wiper Mini Centerfeed Roll  Black Plastic   321mm 174mm 165mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Wiper Centerfeed Roll  White   Plastic   360mm 239mm 227mm 1

Tork Dispenser Wiper Centerfeed Roll  Black Plastic   360mm 239mm 227mm 1

Dispenser Capacity  Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Soap Liquid Mini  White   Plastic 206mm 112mm 114mm 1

Tork Dispenser Soap Liquid Mini  Black   Plastic 206mm 112mm 114mm 1

Dispenser Capacity Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Soap Liquid  White Plastic 291mm 112mm 114mm 1

Tork Dispenser Soap Liquid  Black Plastic 291mm 112mm 114mm 1

Tork Dispenser Soap Liquid Arm Lever  White Plastic 291mm 112mm 114mm 1

Dispenser Capacity  Colour Material Height Width Depth Dispensers
       per case

Tork Dispenser Airfreshener  White Plastic 174mm 97mm 60mm 1

Bin Capacity  Colour Material Height Width Depth Bins
       per case

Tork Bin 50 Ltr  White   Plastic 629mm 389mm 289mm 1

Tork Bin 50 Ltr  Black   Plastic 629mm 389mm 289mm 1

  Colour Material Height Width Depth   Accessory
       per case

Tork Elevation Accessory Lid Bin 50 ltr  White   Plastic 13mm 307mm 241mm 1

Tork Elevation Accessory Lid Bin 50 ltr  Black   Plastic 13mm 307mm 241mm 1



AustrAliA 
Sales & Support Centre 
Free phone 1800 234 613
PO Box 1580
Clayton South, Victoria 3169
scaha.customer.support@sca.com

NEW ZEAlAND
Sales & Support Centre 
Free phone 0800 523 565
Private Bag 93-100
Henderson, Waitakere 0650
scaha.customer.support@sca.com

SCA Hygiene Australasia is part of the worldwide SCA group.

A leading hygiene solution company, SCA Hygiene Australasia specialise 

in manufacturing and marketing a number of leading brands including 

Tork, Deeko, Caxton, Tena, Libra, Sorbent, Purex and Handee.

SCA Hygiene Australasia employ approximately 1,700 people within 

Australia, New Zealand and Fiji. SCA Hygiene Australasia’s Away from 

Home division provides products and value added services to 

commercial and industrial workplaces, healthcare institutes, hospitality, 

catering operations and other public establishments.

The Away from Home product range includes toilet tissue, hand towel, 

cleansers, odour control, napkins, sheeted paper products and object 

wiping solutions, as well as a range of hygienic dispensing systems.

Visit www.tork.com.au or www.tork.co.nz 
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